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This is the sad story of Mr Fails.

The problem was that whenever Mr Fails touched any electronic 
equipment it would fail or break. As you can imagine, this made Mr Fails 
feel useless. He couldn’t do very much without anything breaking.

For example, when ever he tried to buy a can of pop from a vending 
machine, the machine would swallow his money and report an error for 
no apparent reason.
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Or when he tried to withdraw some money from the bank, the hole in 
the wall would not co-operate.
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Recently, he bought a state of the art phone, but he could never get any 
reception. Not much use for a phone.
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One day, having a terrible time while working as a taxi driver, Mr Fails 
decided to find a new job. He would go and speak to a careers adviser 
for their opinion after he finished his session.
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Mrs Find-a-job at the job centre ran a full psychoanalysis profile for Mr 
Fails on her computer. The first career match listed on the computer was 
a software tester. Unfortunately, the idea of a new career excited Mr Fails 
that he accidently pressed the keyboard, after that, the computer just 
displayed a blue screen. Mrs Find-a-job was unable to suggest any more 
career options and apologised profusely, but Mr Fails was happy, he was 
going to be a software tester.
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The next day, Mr Fails applied for a testing job. Due to his exceptional 
breaking skills, he was hired immediately. In the office, the testers were 
very proud and informed Mr Fails that they were in charge of all the 
quality. One tester said the team were known as the quality police team. 
Mr Fails thought this was most peculiar but decided to go with the flow.

Mr Fails, being a friendly chap, became familiar with the developers. This 
had a negative impact on his ability to impose quality measures. Worse, 
the other testers were jealous of his new found friends and resented him, 
and slowly but surely, he was pushed out of the door.
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On the next job, the testers were very gloomy as they were often seen 
as the bottle neck in the department. They were always introduced to the 
project near the end and they had to work double quick with overtime 
so they wouldn’t delay the project release by too much.

Initially, Mr Fails found this quite exciting with the pressure to meet 
deadlines, but after the 3rd and 4th projects, he was running out of steam 
like the rest of the testers. His 5th project was all together different, the 
project was delayed by so much the company decided to discharge the 
testers and release the product without any testing.
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Back to square one, Mr Fails was determined to make the next job stick 
and like before, he didn’t have a problem finding a new employer. 

He found the testers at the new company were all stressed out. They 
were often held solely accountable for any bugs found in the Live 
environment, this made the testers fret about looking for bugs like 
headless chickens. Mr Fails thought this might still work out. He quickly 
realised that though he was good at breaking things, he wasn’t able to 
break it in all the possible ways. Sure enough, a bug was found in the Live 
environment and he was duly sacked for incompetence.
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After yet another interview, Mr Fails was accepted for another job. At 
the new office, he noticed the testers were, shall we say, “not all there”. 
The testers were asked to follow test scripts written by other people. Mr 
Manager said the testers were very efficient and on a good day, a tester 
could execute 120 tests with an average of 0 bugs found. Mr Fails loves a 
challenge and he thought he had finally found the perfect job. 

While attempting to break the record for the number of tests executed 
he kept finding bugs, which just slowed him down. Also, due to his 
disposition, he found it very difficult to follow each test by the letter as 
he liked to dig into possible issues. After two weeks on the job, it became 
clear that he wasn’t suited for it and Mr Manager kindly suggested Mr Fails 
should quit. Regretfully, but gentlemanly, he complied.
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Mr Fails thought he would give testing one last chance. He applied once 
more and got another job. As Mr Fails arrived at the new office, he 
was amazed - his new employer loved technology.  They had gadgets 
for everything: quadruple wide screen monitors for every employee, 
electronic white boards, wireless desktop coffee makers as well as the 
customary laptops and notebooks. 

While in his first meeting, he was informed that all his tests must be 
automated as this would save time in the long run.  This made a lot of 
sense to Mr Fails, and even though the task seemed daunting, he went 
straight into automating his first set of tests. Mr Fails, being naturally good 
at testing, had lots of tests to automate.  While writing the code for the 
tests, he noticed that some of the tests were very hard, if not impossible, 
to code. As the days passed, his automation code was lagging further 
behind the delivered builds and so the builds went untested for days.  This 
came across as either laziness or incompetence from Mr Fails, and yet 
again, he was dismissed.
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Back at home, Mr Fails had never felt so useless. He tried the software 
testing career but none of the jobs he landed had worked out, he was 
either sacked or asked to leave. It was time he went back to the job 
centre for more advice. Mrs Find-a-job was glad to see him but expressed 
her sympathy on Mr Fails’ recent employment history. 

Since the computer was now fixed, Mrs Find-a-job ran another profile. 
Not surprisingly, the top career match was software testing. Mr Fails 
thought it must be a software bug and asked to see the second match. 
The second match was a test consultant. Mr Fails was in disbelief, how 
could he be a consultant even though he couldn’t hold a testing job for 
very long? Mrs Find-a-job suggested that he might have learnt some 
valuable testing lessons while on the different jobs. He could use these 
lessons to educate other would-be-testers.
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Mr Fails thought for a while. As he mentally walked through each job he 
held, he could identify wrong beliefs that other testers or companies held 
about testing. Slowly but surely, he gained his confidence back. In fact, he 
decided he wasn’t quite ready for consultancy but he would give another 
software testing job a try.
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So you see the story of Mr Fails isn’t such a sad story after all. Mr Fails 
now holds another testing job, not a perfect job, but a job none the less. 
With his experience, he has the confidence to challenge wrong beliefs 
about testing, yet he has remained humble to learn even more lessons. 
If you ever find yourself in a testing job where things don’t feel or seem 
right, you know what to do now… be a tester and don’t be afraid to 
challenge or question the wrong beliefs.






